
Title

Senior Full-Stack Developer (Python+Django+Vue.js) Front-end oriented

Excerpt

We’re thrilled to be expanding our team with an awesome, new member. We’re looking for an ambitious
front-end oriented, Senior Full-Stack Developer (Python+Django+Vue.js) to join the Beetroot family and work
with our Swedish client — a fast-growing EdTech company and award-winning digital publisher.

Text

Is coding for a higher purpose your cup of tea? Are you dedicated to both the functionality and beauty of the
end product? Would you also define yourself as a solid full-stack developer? Then we’re looking for you!

You should value simplicity, code reviews, continuous integration, and agile and lean practices. You will
collaborate in small cross-functional product teams, regularly improving and continuously delivering
software (several times per day), with a lot of autonomy and responsibility to improve global learning on the
client’s platform.

Per our collaboration model, you will work and communicate directly with the client-side development team.

Responsibilities:
● Develop solid and maintainable front-end code using Vue.js, back-end code using Python, Django,

and other services
● Find and create effective web solutions to meet business needs
● Collaborate with Product Managers and Designers to solve customer problems
● Be ready to get involved in DevOps
● Determine structure and design of web pages
● Develop features to enhance the user experience
● Strike a balance between functional and aesthetic design

What we are looking for:
● 4+ years of professional full-stack web development experience
● Strong knowledge of Vue.js or Angular, Python, Django
● Experience working with AWS, Heroku, CDN, Docker, etc
● Ability and desire to work full-stack, with good knowledge of front-end
● Strong technical breadth and proven depth in specific areas
● Exceptional written and spoken English
● Understanding of how technology enables customers, solves problems and impacts business

Bonus:
● React/Vue/Angular or similar web frameworks
● Advanced level Javascript/ES6+, CSS, and HTML, Design systems
● Rails, Spring, or similar web technology
● Automated testing (unit, integration, selenium) and strategies
● Continuous integration, deployments, builds
● You love Borsch!


